WATCHING YOUTUBE VIDEOS IS A PART OF OUR WORK!
YouTube Transcription Support To Make Videos More Inclusive

How many times have you been caught watching YouTube videos during office-hour? Well, at Transcription Star watching YouTube videos is very much a part of our work days. As a transcription services firm that specializes in transcribing YouTube videos, we are usually busy working with videos sent in by aspiring filmmakers, video sharing enthusiasts and corporate videos.

Down The Lane

We’ve been transcribing YouTube videos for almost a decade now. There are some transcription requests and clients who will forever stay in our minds and warm memories. Mike Clarke would certainly be one of them. A hearing impaired teen, he’d spent most of his spare time watching videos which frustratingly made no sense to him.

All he could do was, watch with frustration lip movements and trying to make wild guesses at what was being said.

A More Inclusive World

It was this pain and helplessness that stirred him to make a series of short films on, the closed doors the hearing impaired had to fight against for most part of their lives. And he approached us for transcribing his short films, so those who suffered like him needn’t be left out of his endeavor to create a more incisive world.
Why He Still Remembers Us

We promised Mike that we’d give our best and do everything in our capacity to make his short films success. Apart from a text transcript that he could send across to social welfare organizations and awareness campaigns we offered him custom designed captioning services for his YouTube videos.

We also offered Mike a discount as his short films collection was more than 30 hours long. Transcriptionstar offers its clients huge discounts if they assign bulk volume of work. We also provide several cost saving discounts such as group discount offer and referral offer. This is one of the reasons why have such a huge and varied client-base. When we informed Mike that he was qualified for a discount, he was besides himself with joy!

"I am elated" he exclaimed.

A Warm Note

We received a warm note of thanks from Mikethanking us for being an integral part of his team and sharing his vision and care. It was a special mail for all of us and that is why years down the lane, it still remains will be a transcription request close to our hearts.
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